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ABSTRACT
Augmented reality (AR) experiences are becoming much easier to
create due to a growing number of novice-friendly design tools that
lower the technical barrier to entry. However, critically evaluating
design concepts with respect to safety, privacy, and security often
still requires significant technical knowledge and domain expertise.
We discuss our vision for integrating built-in support with AR
authoring tools for analyzing potential privacy and security harms
and suggesting design revisions to mitigate these harms.
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INTRODUCTION

The HCI community has dedicated significant research towards
enabling novice designers to create AR experiences. Prior work has
contributed a large body of authoring tools which lower the technical barrier to entry for novice creators by capitalizing on designers’
familiar skills, e.g., leveraging physical prototyping with paper and
play-doh to enable creation of 3D content [8, 9] and incorporating
video editing techniques to implement interactions without the
need for programming [5, 6]. Higher fidelity tools simplify the development effort required to make use of AR devices’ unique input
and output capabilities, including utilizing depth capture information [7], recognizing hand gestures [11], and performing rendering
techniques like occlusion and light estimation [3].
While creating AR experiences is becoming increasingly approachable for novice designers, significant domain expertise is
still needed to more holistically evaluate design concepts, e.g., with
respect to safety and accessibility. In particular, assessing privacy &
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security implications of AR experiences often requires a technical
understanding of AR devices’ capabilities including environmental tracking mechanisms, common interaction modalities and the
types of data they rely on, and rendering techniques [10]; knowledge of established privacy & security laws involving biometric
data collection and informed consent is also essential.
To lower the barrier to entry for novice creators to critically
evaluate their design concepts, we are currently investigating how
to best extend existing AR authoring toolkits with built-in support
to identify potential privacy & security harms in prototypes and formulate mitigation strategies. A key challenge with designing such
a tool is automating the process of educating designers to analyze
potential threats that their design concepts may raise, assuming
that they may not have prior training in privacy & security. We
take inspiration from prior work in developing educational games
to inform novice technologists about privacy & security issues [2],
but are particularly interested in how to dynamically identify risks
and propose design revisions based on a semantic understanding
of a designer’s prototype. In this position paper, we discuss opportunities and open questions raised in our ongoing work, including
the difficulty of applying existing privacy & security guidelines to
lower-fidelity AR prototypes and balancing requirements of traditional prototyping tools (e.g., efficiency and expressive leverage)
with new requirements that an automated analysis of risks may
introduce.
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INTEGRATING SUPPORT FOR AR RISK
ANALYSIS IN AUTHORING TOOLS

We are currently exploring how AR authoring tools can provide
built-in support for designers to (1) analyze their prototypes and
identify potential privacy and security risks which could arise in
various usage scenarios, and (2) implement design revisions to
mitigate these risks, following design guidelines from industry and
academic research. We believe that offering designers a means to
critically analyze their prototypes within an authoring tool itself
will help to place safety considerations at the forefront of designers’
workflows and provide support to smaller or less experienced design
teams, who may not have access to privacy & security experts to
facilitate a risk assessment. In this section, we discuss two main
challenges encountered in our work thus far:
Determining the “right” stage of prototyping to incorporate privacy & security design guidelines. Following established
frameworks like Privacy by Design [1], privacy & security should
ideally be prioritized as a design goal in the earliest stages of prototyping. However, from conducting an initial review of AR privacy
& security guidelines from five XR vendors, two non-profit organizations, and three research studies, we find that many existing
guidelines are not easily transferable to prototyping tools, as they
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offer overly technical advice which may not be achievable during
lower-fidelity prototyping or provide abstract suggestions on how
to implement the design principles. For example, Microsoft’s design
guidelines1 for rendering holograms with sufficient brightness and
transparency to promote physical safety may only feel relevant in
high-fidelity prototyping stages, after designers have explored basic content layouts and interactions through physical prototyping.
Guidelines to adopt data minimization policies and obtain informed
consent from users can provide designers with guidance in deciding
which AR interaction modalities to utilize, but leave ambiguity in
how the consent interface should be designed and when it should
be presented to users.
To inform the design of an authoring tool capable of assessing
prototypes with respect to privacy & security recommendations, we
are continuing to analyze existing AR design guidelines alongside
examples of low to high fidelity prototypes from novice designers.
Through our analysis, we hope to refine and adapt these existing
recommendations to create a “test suite” of guidelines which we can
use to identify potential risks within AR prototypes and measure
the extent to which they are addressed.
Balancing tradeoffs between the authoring tool’s usability,
expressive leverage, and intelligence in suggesting privacy &
security improvements. Another challenge is how to preserve important requirements for traditional authoring tools (e.g., enabling
designers to efficiently and fully express their design concepts
with minimal effort [4]) while integrating automated assistance
for analyzing potential risks and implementing design revisions,
which requires the system to gain semantic understanding of the
AR prototype and corresponding usage contexts. For example, to
identify privacy risks for bystanders, the authoring tool may need
to distinguish between physical and virtual objects in the designers’ prototype, simulate how the user would navigate in a specific
environment (e.g., outdoors or in a classroom), and understand
other types of AR users or non-users who may be present; asking
designers to depict all of this information in their prototypes could
be inefficient and disrupt their creative processes.
One approach to balance usability and system intelligence is providing a library of 3D assets and simulation environments (similar
to Unity MARS2 ) which are pre-labeled to give the system semantic
understanding of any prototype created; however, this approach
could limit designers’ ability to express a wide range of design concepts. We are also exploring how to leverage human intelligence in
automating the risk analysis. Inspired by the popular game Among
Us3 , we envision pairing two AR creators to collaboratively prototype, with one working in a designer role to build an AR scene, and
the other working in an “adversary” role to sabotage the prototype
by injecting gamified characters which represent specific privacy
& security threats.
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CONTRIBUTION TO THE WORKSHOP

Through participating in the SSPXR Workshop at CHI 2022, we hope
to share our insights from this ongoing work with other participants,
particularly regarding the challenges with integrating automated
1 https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/mixed-reality/design/color-light-and-

materials
2 https://unity.com/products/unity-mars
3 https://www.innersloth.com/games/among-us/

support for AR risk assessments in authoring tools, which we are
working to address. From other workshop participants, we hope to
learn about novel approaches to making XR experiences more safe
for various stakeholders and engage in broader discussions around
best practices for integrating concrete design recommendations in
XR creators’ workflows.
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